Silverman (to appear) argues that phonological patterns avoid creating homophones among actual words -Korean has many neutralizing phonological alternations -But these alternations result in only a relative handful of homophones -Homophony avoidance in lexical statistics rather than formalization of phonological pattern
Remaining question: how can we be sure number of homophones in Korean is really unexpectedly low?
⇒ Perhaps any set of neutralizations would create very few homophones
To establish a 'baseline' level of expected homophony, count homophones produced by alternative phonological rules and compare to actual rule; at least two ways to do this:
1. Hand-select a few alternative rules for comparison -Silverman's method; alternatives produce more homophony than actual rules -Pro: can select phonologically plausible rules that are similar to actual rules -Con: results highly dependent on which alternatives we happen to pick 2. Compute homophony for large number of alternative rules ('brute-force' method)
-Method used for this talk -Pro: cover a lot more ground than hand-selection approach -Con: hard to filter out implausible rules 2 Method
Korean
Why Korean?
-Large number of neutralizing phonological alternations -Writing system roughly morphophonemic: orthography can be used to approximate underlying forms 
Procedure
Same procedure for each rule; illustrated here with data for overall neutralization pattern 2.2.1
Step 1: Count Homophones Created by Rule
Measures of homophony
Homophones Number of words in lexicon w/ at least one homophone Weighted Homophones Sum of frequencies of words w/ at least one homophone
Homophone Pairs Number of pairs of homophones in lexicon
Homophone Sets Number of (maximal) sets of words in lexicon that all neutralize to the same thing 
In theory, 'b'-series simulations phonologically more plausible than 'a'-series, 'c'-series more plausible than 'b'-series
Results
For each rule, I give: 
Rule 2: [h]-Aspiration
Fuse plain noncontinuant obstruent with adjacent [h] into homorganic aspirated obstruent (Sohn 1994, 166) In 'a'-series, most simulations yield less homophony than actual pattern: over half of 'a'-series simulations yield none
In 'b'-and 'c'-series, actual level of homophony in lower half of simulations Note that the more phonologically plausible the simulation, the more homophony it tends to produce (c > b > a) 
Possible Mechanisms of Homophony Avoidance
As discussed above, we don't want to build homophony avoidance (as opposed to neutralization avoidance) into formal phonological patterns
These results suggest only a gradient avoidance of homophony How might this situation come about? Possibilities:
1. Given phonetic precursor to a rule, the less homophony the rule would create, the more likely the precursor is to be phonologized 2. Rules tend to neutralize contrasts that are already perceptually suboptimal; lexicon is already optimized to avoid homophones based on hard-to-perceive contrasts 3. Words in dense neighborhoods tend to resist alternation (Ussishkin and Wedel 2009) 
Other Patterns in the Data
The more phonologically plausible the rule, the more homophony it creates -If true, this trend might argue against explanation 2 above -Caveat: most simulated rules still not very plausible -Future research: how to better filter rules for phonological plausibility?
Level of actual homophony looks less surprisingly low when homophones are weighted by frequency -In other words, few words are homophonized, but they tend to be especially frequent -Possible explanation: short words more likely both to be homophonized and to be frequent ⇒ Unlikely: should be just as true of simulated patterns as of actual patterns -Looks like an anti-functional tendency
Conclusion
Neutralizing alternations in Korean appear to produce less homophony than expected Thus, phonological rules may be sensitive to contrast among actual words, not just potential ones
